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1 IntrodutionSpeeh researh has long been onduted using small- or medium-sized data-bases reorded in ontrolled onditions. Until a few years ago, they often on-sisted of short duration reordings, and the speeh was read by or eliited froma well-identi�ed speaker. For read speeh, orthographi transription was notmuh of a problem sine the ontent was known in advane. The need to tran-sribe appeared with spontaneous speeh, but for short duration reordingsmade in a ontrolled environment transription was easy and a lassial texteditor assoiated with a simple sound player was generally enough.With the advent of work on long duration reordings of unontrolled speeh,the situation has hanged. Navigation in a long duration reording beomesan issue, as well as time-alignment of the annotations with the signal. Addi-tional information like bakground onditions, speaker turns or overlappingspeeh should be indiated along with the orthographi transription. Furtherannotations an be needed by new researh areas like named entities or topidetetion. Therefore, new tools are required. Furthermore, for large quantitiesof data, produtivity beomes a onern and an be inreased by ergonomitools.In the framework of the Defense Advaned Researh Projet Ageny (DARPA)programs, the Linguisti Data Consortium (LDC) has produed several hun-dreds hours of manually transribed Broadast News data, and developpedspei� tools and internal know-how for this prodution. There is now a grow-ing need for produing similar data in other plaes. For instane, a projetfor transription and indexing of multilingual Broadast News started at theFrenh Délégation Générale pour l'Armement (DGA) in 1997. A software en-vironment was needed for reating the neessary orpora. After examinationof existing solutions, it appeared that no available transription software om-pletely �lled the needs, and it was deided to develop a new tool. The devel-opment of �Transriber� started at the DGA in oordination with the LDC inlate 1997, and the �rst release was presented in May 1998 (Barras, Geo�rois,Wu and Liberman, 1998). Sine then, development went on and new featureshave been added aording to the needs, until reahing a stable state. Besides,the experiene aquired while using the tool and the desire to address newtasks have raised more sienti� issues related to the format and the strutureof the annotations. This artile desribes the urrent status of the tool, theexperiene gained and some future diretions.In the next setion, we present the major requirements identi�ed for the tooland explain why existing annotation tools ould not ful�l our needs. Setion3 desribes the main features of Transriber, the format of the transriptions,and explains the main implementation hoies. Some experiene of using the2



tool is presented in Setion 4. Future diretions and format evolution aredisussed in Setion 5.2 Motivations2.1 Data harateristisA tool for the manual transription of large amounts of radio and televisionsoundtrak reordings was needed in order to reate orpora and develop auto-mati speeh reognition systems for indexing and retrieval of Broadast Newsin several languages. The DARPA Broadast News transription task startedin 1995 with the �rst formal evaluation ampaign in 1996 (Stern, 1997), anda projet on the same task started at DGA in 1997.The Broadast News task was the �rst wide-sale e�ort to address speehwhih has not been produed spei�ally for researh purposes. Reordingsan have durations from several minutes to several hours. Annotations haveto provide the following information:� an orthographi transription along with a preise desription of all audibleaousti events, inluding hesitations, repetitions, voal non-speeh eventsand external noises;� a division into speeh turns, with an identi�ation of the speaker for eahturn;� a division into larger setions, suh as �stories�, inluding a lear separationof advertising and news setions;� indiation of variations in transmission hannel or aousti bakground on-ditions.Turns, setion boundaries and hanges of aousti onditions have to be tem-porally loalized. The orthographi transription also needs to be preisely andfrequently synhronized with the speeh signal (breakpoints an be loatedat pauses, breaths, sentenes or any other onvenient plaes), thus de�ningshorter segments. There are frequent portions of overlapping speeh in spon-taneous dialogs whih need to be addressed. All these features imply somespei� requirements for the annotation tool.2.2 RequirementsThe main requirement is to allow the user to manage long duration signals andinput the various annotations desribed in the previous setion as e�iently3



as possible. We also wanted a tool whih an be easily installed and used.2.2.1 User interfaeTransribing audio or video reordings is a very time-onsuming task. It isusually done by eduated native speakers of the language with no spei� skillin omputer siene. Therefore, a transription tool should mimi as muhas possible the user interfaes of standard o�e software, so as to reduetraining time. Its use should be intuitive, in order to lower the ognitive loadand derease error rates. In partiular, it must provide an easy and intuitiveassoiation between the time ourse of the speeh signal and the textual repre-sentation of the transription and other annotations. Users should �nd it easyto navigate within either the audio stream or the textual transription. Navi-gation and modi�ation in either domain should automatially translate intoappropriate hanges in the other domain, and the methods for reating linksbetween text and time must be easy and intuitive. In addition, fast response isruial. Indeed, regardless of the interfae design, a tool will not be aeptedby users unless it responds quikly to user ations (MCandless, 1998).Two features deserved speial attention. First, in order to help navigationinto the signal and segmentation, a ursor on the waveform should show theurrent position in the signal even while listening, ie. the ursor should movein synhronization during playbak. This feature is not straightforward toimplement in a portable way. Seond, the user should not experiene anydelay when navigating in long duration signals, ie. displaying of suh signals,inluding srolling and zooming, should be very fast and reative. This featurerequires spei� optimizations.2.2.2 Multilingual transriptionsIn the framework of a multilingual indexing projet, support for multiple lan-guages is needed. Several aspets are involved: keyboard input, harater dis-play with spei� issues on bi-diretional sripts (for languages like Arabi),and internal data enoding with adequate �le input/output. The loalizationof the interfae is also useful, though less ritial.2.2.3 Easy deploymentWe wanted a tool that would work on inexpensive omputers, in order toredue the ost per workstation. This implies that the interfae should remainreative even with limited omputing power. More generally, we wanted aportable tool whih ould be easily installed on already existing omputers4



and environments, and in partiular whih works on most Unix systems andon Windows.To further ease deployment, the tool should not be enumbered by proprietaryliene issues, both for ourselves and for potential partners. Of ourse, usingfree software also redues the per-user ost.2.3 Existing annotation toolsWe �rst onsidered using existing transription tools. One of the most well-known tools for signal analysis is Entropi's produt ESPS/waves+ (formerlyknown as Xwaves) whih e�iently manages signal and spetrogram displaysand allows the user to edit a segmentation of the signal (e.g. at the pho-neti level or at word level). However, it is not adapted to the transriptionof broadast news or of spontaneous onversations. For the transription ofmultilingual telephone onversations and broadast news reordings in theframework of the DARPA programs, the LDC developed a tool based on aninterfae between waves+ and the Emas text editor. The resulting tool runson Unix workstations, and requires a signi�ant amount of training and super-vision, sine users must learn basi Unix skills, basi Emas skills, and basiwaves+ skills. The Entropi �annotator� produt has similar harateristis.These solutions were unsatisfatory beause of the issues of user training andsupervision, and hardware and software expense 3 .Another, independent, annotation tool (named TNG) was developed at theLDC in Java a few years ago. However, ompared with waves+, the waveformdisplay and its update in response to user requests were relatively sluggish,so that it required a high-end workstation to be usable. It ould not displaya moving ursor during playbak, and the �rst version of Java ould onlysupport 8-bit mu-law audio. Furthermore, the status and the liensing poliyof Java and of some libraries needed for the user interfae or audio managementremained unlear for a long period. This diretion was thus not pursued.Many speeh researh laboratories have developed software for their own needsand some of them have released these tools publily (with varying liensingshemes). First versions of the OGI CSLU Toolkit (Shalkwyk, de Villiers, vanVuuren and Vermeulen, 1997) inluded Lyre, a signal viewer with some seg-mentation apabilities. SFS tools from University College London (Hukvale,1987-1998) are a set of powerful programs for speeh proessing, inludingdisplay, but not designed for interative user interfaes. The Spoken Language3 In addition, following the aquisition of Entropi by Mirosoft, its produt line ofspeeh tools has been terminated, so that future availability of software relying onwaves+ is ompromised. 5



Systems Group from MIT has desribed the arhiteture of their speeh anal-ysis and reognition tool SAPPHIRE (Hetherington and MCandless, 1996),whih inludes graphial tools; the design of SAPPHIRE seems promising butthe tool is not publily available. The EMU Speeh Database System fromMaquarie University (Sydney) is a olletion of software tools for developingand extrating data from speeh databases, inluding the reation of hierarhi-al and sequential labels of speeh utteranes (Cassidy and Harrington, 2000).The CHILDES system developed at Carnegie Mellon University provides toolsfor studying onversational interations and for linking transripts to digitizedaudio and video (MaWhinney, 2000), and large databases are available in theassoiated CHAT oding.Sine this �rst overview in late 1997, new tools appeared. The problem ofsynhronization between ethnographi speeh data and related annotationshas been addressed by the LACITO Arhive projet (Jaobson, Mihailovskyand Lowe, 2000); the tool SoundIndex, initially written for the Maintoshplatform, is used for time-alignement. The Institute for Signal and Informa-tion Proessing (ISIP, Mississippi State University) provides several publidomain software in the �eld of speeh reognition and signal analysis, and thesame group released Segmenter, a graphial tool to aid in performing segmen-tation and transription of two-hannel telephone speeh data (Deshmukh,Ganapathiraju, Gleeson, Hamaker and Pione, 1998); reent versions are alsoavailable for the Broadast News task. The tool TransEdit has been developedat Carnegie Mellon University for the Windows platform (Burger, 1999). Itwas designed following speeh annotators' requests with �exibility and multi-media support in mind, resulting in very user-friendly tool. A more ompletesurvey of existing annotation tools is available online (Bird and Liberman,1999-2000). Some of them have also been evaluated in the framework of theEC-funded MATE projet, whih started on Marh 1998, and aims to developa standard for spoken dialogue orpus annotation, and a related set of tools(MKelvie, Isard, Mengel, Moller, Grosse and Klein, 2000).To summarize, a wide range of tools exist, but no solution adapted to theneeds was available at the time of our hoie. In partiular, no one provideda really interative management of long durations signals synhronized withthe transription. We therefore onsidered adapting existing tools. Solutionsrelying on ommerial produts or on software overed by restritive lienesould not be easily modi�ed nor redistributed. Among the freely availabletools, some had interesting features, but were not designed for Broadast Newstransription. We tried to reuse omponents of existing tools, but it provedto be a di�ult software re-engineering problem, and it soon appeared that itwould be more e�ient to start the development of a new tool.6



2.4 Development and distribution of TransriberDevelopment of Transriber began in late 1997. In May 1998, a �rst release wasmade publily available, presented at the LREC onferene (Barras, Geo�rois,Wu and Liberman, 1998) and put into daily usage at DGA. We hose todistribute the tool as free software, under the GNU general publi liense(Free Software Foundation, 1991). We mainly wanted to ease the produtionof speeh orpora and enourage their sharing. We also believe in the e�ienyof open soure for software development (Stallman, 1998). Having developeda new tool, the additional ost of distributing it and maintaining a Web site ismodest, and we expeted an inrease in user feedbak and ontributions fromexternal developers.Transriber is now used in many plaes (at the time of writing, more than60 persons from 17 ountries have subsribed to the announement mailinglist), and we regularly reeive valuable feedbak from users. Sine the �rstrelease, many new features have been implemented, portability and robustnesshave been improved, and the data format has been enrihed, while alwaysmaintaining bakward ompatibility. The tool has reahed a stable state, whihwe now desribe.3 Desription of TransriberThis setion desribes the user interfae, with emphasis on the features rele-vant to the struture of speeh annotations and spei� to Transriber, thenpresents the data formats, and explains some implementation hoies.3.1 User interfaeThe user interfae of the tool is omprised of two main parts (f. Figure 1): atext editor in the upper half of the sreen, and a signal viewer in the lower halfof the sreen, along with the temporal segmentation at the di�erent levels. Inbetween, a maskable button bar provides tape-reorder-like ions for signalplaybak and shows the name of the �les urrently being edited.The interfae appearane (fonts, olors, loalization) and behaviour (keyboardshortuts, playbak mode, et.) are user-on�gurable. These on�guration op-tions an be saved. The �le that the user is working on and the ursor positionsan also be saved so that the session on�guration is automatially restoredwhen restarting the tool. Users an thus resume their work as if they had not7



Figure 1. Sreen shot of the user interfae.
exited from the tool. 8



3.1.1 Text editorThe text editor allows for reating, displaying, and editing the transription.A transription onsists of plain text and various markers. Standard featuresof a text editor are provided: ut/opy/paste of the seletion, �nd and replae,spell heking, and a limited undo. Markers are reated using the menus orkeyboard shortuts and an be edited by liking on them to pop up a dialogwindow.Two types of markers an be distinguished. Some are used for struturing: Thetransription is divided into segments, whih are grouped into turns whih arethemselves grouped into setions, and hange in aousti bakground ondi-tions an appear at any point in time (f. 2.1). These markers bear time-stamps, whih orrespond to the boundaries in the segmentation displayedunder the signal in the lower half of the sreen. They are displayed in the texteditor in di�erent ways depending on their type (f. Figure 1):� a new setion is indiated by a button in the middle of a line with the topiname;� a new speeh turn is indiated by a button at the left of a line with thespeaker name;� the beginning of a segment in the orthographi transription is indiated bya large dot to the left of a line; the text in the following paragraph belongsto that segment;� a hange in aousti onditions is indiated by a musi ion inside the text.Turns and setions have attributes, whih an be edited by liking on thebutton. The speaker assoiated to the turn an be hosen from a list of allexisting speakers, or a new speaker an be reated. Speakers' identities anbe searhed for in the transriptions, and an also be imported from othertransriptions. A spei� mehanism is provided for the annotation and tran-sription of overlapping speeh involving two speakers. Similar funtions areprovided for the topis assoiated to the setions. Bakground onditions (ap-pearane or disappearane of bakground onversations, musi, eletri noiseor any other kind of noise) an also be edited by liking on the ion.Other markers an be inserted in the text for any non-speeh event, shortnoise, lexial annotation, language hange or free omment. An open list ofprede�ned desriptions for eah kind of event is proposed to the transriber.The event desriptions are task-spei� but an be modi�ed. These markersbear a �ag indiating the extent of the marker in the text. Some events do notextend over other words, e.g. most of the speakers' voal non-speeh sounds.By default they are displayed between square brakets, e.g. [i℄ for an inspi-ration. Other events do, e.g. external noises whih often overlap with speehor language hanges. By default they are displayed in a slightly di�erent way,9



e.g. [n-℄ ... [-n℄ for a beginning and end of a generi noise. These markersdo not bear a temporal synhronization in the urrent implementation, butould do in the future.3.1.2 Signal display and playbakThe signal is displayed under the text editor. The signal waveform an be in-teratively srolled and zoomed, even during playbak. A portion of the signalan be seleted for zooming or restriting playbak to the seleted region. Twoviews of the signal at di�erent sales an be simultaneously displayed, whihis useful for having a global view of the ontext in addition to a more preise,loal view. When the audio �le ontains several hannels, the waveforms aredisplayed in parallel.Playbak is ontrolled by tape-reorder-like buttons or by keyboard shortuts.Various playbak modes are provided, to suit the di�erent stages of the tran-sription: ontinuous playbak is useful for segmenting the signal, playbak ofthe urrent segment for transribing it, or ontinuous playbak with a shortpause at eah segment boundary for veri�ation. During playbak, the ursorin the signal moves ontinuously in synhrony with the sound. This allows theuser to assoiate the loation on the waveform to what they hear and easessignal segmentation.All funtions remain available during playbak. The user an thus annotateontinuously. As playbak an be ontroled by keyboard shortuts, he an alsoalmost always keep the fous in the text editor. One exeption is for moving aboundary, whih requires mouse dragging in the segmentation display in thelower half of the sreen.3.1.3 Signal segmentationThe temporal segmentations at the di�erent levels (orthographi transription,speeh turn, topi hange, aousti onditions) are drawn under the signal andare synhronized with it during srolling or zooming operations. The informa-tion assoiated to eah segment is displayed entirely or partially aording tothe zoom level. Eah segmentation level in eah view an be independentlymasked at user option.The segment boundaries an be edited by dragging them with the mouse. Anew boundary an be inserted at the urrent ursor position using the menuor a keyboard shortut (by default the return key, as a new line is reated inthe text editor). Sine this is possible during playbak, a rough segmentationan be quikly reated by hitting a key at desired segmentation points whilelistening. A more preise positioning of the boundaries an be ahieved in the10



seond phase using the mouse to drag them to the orret positions.A new speeh turn or setion an be inserted at any previously reated bound-ary. Changes in aousti bakground onditions an be inserted at any posi-tion, using spei� ommands. When a boundary is shared aross levels, drag-ging it at one level automatially moves it at the other levels. Sequentialityof the time marks is always ensured. A boundary normally annot be movedpast its neighbors, but an be fored to move further and push its neighborsaordingly.3.1.4 Synhronization between text and signalThe text editor and the temporal segmentation under the signal an be on-sidered as two di�erent views of the same transription objet. Any hange inthe text editor is immediately displayed in the temporal segmentation. Twoursors are simultaneously ative, one in the text editor (where text an beinserted in the transription) and one in the signal viewer (where playbakwill start). Both ursors are synhronized and onstrained to be always on-sistent, i.e., they have to always stay within the same temporal segment: assoon as one ursor moves to another segment, the other ursor automatiallymoves to the same segment, and the windows are automatially srolled whenneeded. The urrent segment is highlighted both in the text editor and in thesignal segmentation display. During playbak, the text of the segment beingurrently played an thus be easily followed in the text editor. If the ursor ismoved to another segment while listening, playbak is interrupted and restartsat the beginning of the new segment.3.2 Data formatThe set of annotations inludes not only the orthographi transription, butalso all the information about turns, speakers, setions, aousti onditionhanges, and other events. These data need to be stored in a �le, proessed invarious ways, and exhanged easily. The data format thus needs to be hosenarefully. It should as far as possible follow existing standards, or at least beeasily onverted with some of them.3.2.1 File formatObviously, Uniode whih is the most standard multilingual harater enod-ing (The Uniode Consortium, 2000) should be supported. Uniode provides aunique enoding for every harater in almost all existing languages and thusallows texts in several languages to appear within a single doument.11
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transcription Figure 2. The 4 segmentation levels of a transription.Besides, transriptions are omplex objets, and a strutured mahine-readableformat is needed. We onsidered SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Lan-guage) and its more reent subset XML (Extensible Markup Language) (Bray,Paoli and Sperberg-MQueen, 1998). Both allow a doument to be struturedas a tree. Eah node of the tree ontains a set of attributes with a value. Thesyntax used in the doument an be spei�ed in a Doument Type Delara-tion (DTD). Tools exist for ensuring automatially the well-formedness andvalidity of a doument, that is, that it orretly follows the SGML or XMLsyntax as well as its spei� DTD. More importantly, SGML and XML arewidespread standards, whih helps sharing douments. In addition, they sup-port Uniode harater odes. Automati proessing of XML douments ismuh easier than SGML, and thus XML was adopted.3.2.2 DTD designThe format was designed as being bakward ompatible with a previous formatused at the LDC for the DARPA Broadast News evaluations. The transrip-tions have three hierarhially embedded layers of segmentation (orthographitransription, speaker turns, setions), plus a fourth level of segmentation(aousti bakground onditions) whih is independent of the other three (f.Figure 2). A global list of speakers along with their attributes is also managedinside a transription, as is a list of topis. Figure 3 shows a manually indentedsample of a transription �le orresponding to the sreen shot of Figure 1.In our ase, the validation of a doument is not enough to ensure its logi-al onsisteny; indeed, some properties � e.g. the fat that the �startTime�and �endTime� attributes must bear numerial values whih are in inreasingorder, or that eah of the four types of segmentation is onstrained to be apartition of the whole signal � exeeds the apabilities of a DTD and haveto be veri�ed afterwards in the appliation. Some of these issues ould be ad-dressed using CSS (Casading Style Sheets) and XSL (Extensible StylesheetLanguage) whih aim to provide more omplex manipulations of XML �les(Clark, 1999).The default event desription provided with the tool is urrently spei� tothe task and to the transriber's language. Agreement ould be reahed on an12
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO−8859−1"?>
<!DOCTYPE Trans SYSTEM "trans−13.dtd">
<Trans version="1" version_date="981211" 
    audio_filename="frint980428" scribe="YM" xml:lang="fr">
  <Topics>
    <Topic id="to1" desc="les titres"/>
  </Topics>
  <Speakers>
    <Speaker id="sp1" name="Simon Tivolle" type="male"/>
    <Speaker id="sp2" name="Patricia Martin" type="female"/>
  </Speakers>
  <Episode program="France Inter" air_date="980428:0700">
 (...) 
    <Section type="fill er" startTime="9.609" endTime="10.790">
      <Turn speaker="sp2" startTime="9.609" endTime="10.790">
        <Sync time="9.609"/>
        le jour nal , Simon Tivolle : 
      </Turn>
    </Section>
    <Section type="report" topic="to1"

startTime="10.790" endTime="20.000">
      <Turn speaker="sp1" startTime="10.790" endTime="20.000">
        <Sync time="10.790"/>
        <Event desc="i"/>
         bonjour  ! 
        <Sync time="11.781"/>
        <Background time="11.781" type="music" level="high"/>
        <Sync time="12.237"/>
        mar di 28 avr il  . 
        <Sync time="13.344"/>
        la consultation nationale sur  les pr ogr ammes des lycées : 
        <Sync time="16.236" />
        <Event desc="i"/>
         gr and débat aujour d’hui et demain à Lyon  ...
      </Turn>
    </Section>
(...)
  </Episode>
</Trans>Figure 3. Sample of a transription �le.international set of non-speeh events or other annotations. This would easethe international exhange of produed orpora. However, deiding whih an-notations are language-independent is not straightforward, and the transribershould remain able to add his or her own annotations.In 1998, NIST designed an Universal Transription Format or UTF based onprevious LDC formats for the prodution of Hub-4 Broadast News and Hub-5Conversational speeh orpora (NIST, 1998). Conversions between our formatand UTF are partially lossy in both diretions beause of slightly di�erentorientations (our format supports improved speaker harateristis but notyet the named entities optionally present in UTF). A version of Transriberhas been produed that an read, edit and write transripts in the CHILDESformat (MaWhinney, 2000). This involves a very di�erent DTD, expressinga di�erent (and onsiderably more elaborate) set of annotation ategories. Weaim to address the problem of making it easy to adapt Transriber for use13



with a nearly unlimited variety of di�erent annotation frameworks.3.3 Implementation issuesThis setion presents the main development hoies whih were made, in linewith the requirements.3.3.1 Programming language and development modeWe were onfronted with the hoie of a language for the development. Overthe last few years, there has been a growing interest in various sriptinglanguages (Ousterhout, 1998). One of the most open and suessful ones isTl/Tk. It is a multi-platform sript language available for several Unix sys-tems, Maintosh and Windows (Ousterhout, 1994). The syntax of the Tllanguage is rather simple, but a omplex user interfae an be written ina few lines using the Tk graphial library. The absene of ompilation sig-ni�antly speeds up the development proess, and omputers have beomepowerful enough nowadays to provide rapid reations even with interpretedappliations. The need for a C or C++ development is redued to the ritialor system-dependent parts whih an easily be interfaed with the Tl sript.Tl/Tk was therefore hosen for the development of Transriber. At the timeof writing, Transriber runs under several Unix systems (Linux, Solaris, SGI)and Windows, and a port to the Maintosh is under way.Combined with the free distribution, the use of a sripting language allowedrapid prototyping development with quik user feedbak on the tool. Numer-ous funtions were modi�ed or added aording to user requests. For example,management of overlapping speeh was hanged several times in order to pro-vide a more intuitive user interfae. This development mode lasted over a yearwith monthly updates.3.3.2 Multilingual text editorThe standard Tk text widget was hosen for editing the transription. Multi-lingual transriptions are possible, sine reent Tk versions manage the displayof Uniode haraters. We also onsidered the Emas text editor, whih is afree, powerful text editor and supports multi-linguality; however it would havebeome harder to provide an integrated tool with a onsistent user interfae.Uniode haraters are managed internally in Tl, and an be easily re-mappedto various alternative enodings. However, we have not experimented widelywith non-roman sripts. The main limitation on sript hoie at present is14



the Tk text widget, whih annot yet handle bi-diretional text or generalrendering of omposite Uniode haraters (e.g. with diaritis). However, wehope that these apabilities will be added, sine multilinguality and Uniodesupport are high on the list of priorities for the developers of Tl/Tk.No generi arhiteture for input methods is now available in Tl/Tk. Key-board on�guration an often be handled at the operating system level; but ifneeded, it is easy to on�gure the tool to bind any keyboard ombination toa given Uniode harater.3.3.3 Interative display of long duration waveformsSine providing interative display and playbak of long duration signals wasa high priority, srolling and zooming of the waveform had to be ahievedwithout freezing the interfae, even on a low-ost omputer.A spei� waveform display module has been developed for Transriber. Thistime-ritial part is written in C, and is optimized for interative zooming andsrolling the sound �les without interrupting real-time output. The sound �leis never loaded in memory, sine a single hour of signal ould easily exeed theavailable memory. The �rst time a long sound �le is aessed, a low resolutiontemporal envelope of the waveform (minimal and maximal sample values foreah 10 ms segment) an optionally be omputed and stored on disk in or-der to speed up later display. In this ase the display is omputed using onlythe pre-omputed envelope instead of the muh bigger sound �le. If the pre-omputation of the envelope is disabled, the low-resolution display is disabledas well to avoid any sluggish display. During srolling, only the required partof the waveform is omputed, not the whole display. Signal segmentation dis-play has also been designed for e�ieny. All these optimizations dramatiallyinrease the interativity of zooming and srolling.As an option, remote sound �le aess is provided through a server ontrolledwith sokets and spei�ally optimized for the tool, thus being more e�ientthan a standard network �le aess. For signal display, the waveform is om-puted on the server and is transmitted over the network instead of aessingthe whole signal through the network. This feature makes it possible to en-tralize all reordings on a server, allowing interative remote aess withoutdupliation of resoures. This feature is mainly intended for the onsultationof remote arhives.3.3.4 Audio management with SnakSynhronization of the ursor during playbak usually requires low-level aessto the audio driver, whih an limit portability. Muh time was spent during15



early development for a reliable sound ontrol, espeially beause of hardwareor of low-level operating system problems. The Snak audio extension provideda good solution to these multi-platform audio di�ulties.Snak is an extension for the Tl/Tk sripting language whih provides multi-platform audio management. It was developed by K. Sjölander at KTH speehlaboratory (Sjölander, 1997-2000; Sjölander, Beskow, Gustafson, Lewin, Carl-son and Granström, 1998). Most ommonly used sound �le formats are sup-ported, playbak is e�iently supported for Windows and several Unix systemsinluding Linux, and it runs in the bakground while staying under the ontrolof the appliation. These exellent tehnial harateristis and the fat that itis distributed as free software made Snak obviously the best hoie for multi-platform audio management. It was thus hosen for use within Transriber.3.3.5 Implementation of the parserAn XML parser was needed to make the interfae between the appliationand the data, ensuring that any well-formed XML �le will be orretly read orwritten. Furthermore, prodution of valid douments aording to their DTDis important for their automati exploitation, and we therefore needed a vali-dating parser. At the time of development, no free validating XML parser wasavailable for Tl/Tk. A parser was therefore designed using tLex, a lexialanalyzer generator extension to Tl and distributed as free software (Bonnet,1998-1999). Uniode enoding is supported and automatially deteted uponreading. The internal representation of the transription was hosen to on-sist mainly in the XML data struture, whih as a result is always kept inmemory and dynamially updated aording to transription modi�ations.Saving the transription only requires a dump of the existing data. When aDTD is ative, eah modi�ation of the XML data struture in memory isimmediately validated, whih ensures that saving the urrent XML image toa �le will produe a valid XML �le.4 ExperieneTransriber has been used for the DGA projet on Broadast News for over ayear. It has also been used by the Frenh ompany VECSYS for several monthsin the framework of the European Language Engineering projet OLIVE (deJong, Gauvain, Hiemstra and Netter, 2000). In this setion, we report onthe pratial use in these two plaes, and on some of the experiene gained.We desribe the material whih was transribed, the working onditions andthe produtivity, and the transription guidelines whih were provided to thetransribers. 16



4.1 Material transribedThe referene material for the DGA projet onsists of 20 hours of morningnews program (7h-9h) reorded in Deember 1998 (10 weekdays from 2 on-seutive weeks) from the national Frenh radio station �Frane-Inter�. Thishoie was motivated by the fat that the distribution rights for this dataould be obtained, and by the news-oriented but varied ontent. The typial2-hour program ontains 3 news bulletins (for a total of about 50 minutes),speialized news (20 min.), various hroniles (10 min.), review of the Frenhpress and of the European press (15 min.), interviews and live questions fromlisteners (20 min.), and weather reports (5 min.). The review of the Europeanpress was done by a non-native speaker, and ontained, of ourse, a lot offoreign names and expressions.The material transribed by VECSYS inluded 15 hours of radio reordingsfrom Frenh programs �Frane-Inter� and �Frane-Info�, and 65 hours of tele-vision soundtraks from various hannels in Frenh and German (23 hours of�Arte� programs in Frenh, 30 hours of �Arte� programs in German, and 12hours of Frenh hannels �Frane 3�, �Frane 2� or �TF1�). �Arte� programsonsisted mostly of news bulletins and doumentaries on soial or politialissues.4.2 Working onditionsTwo half-time transribers were hired for the DGA projet. They were edu-ated, native Frenh speakers. Both were given a PC (Pentium Pro 200 MHz)under Linux with headphones and loud-speakers. Eah one had to transribea set of 10 one-hour sound �les opied to their hard disks. They worked inthe same room and ould share their experienes. They had ditionaries andlists of journalists' names at their disposal. They went to great lengths to �ndthe orret spelling of proper names, despite the fat that a spei� markingwas available for unertain orthography. They were informed in advane ofthe reording sessions that they would have to transribe, and deided to getnewspapers from the orresponding days. The European press review provedto be a di�ult hallenge, , sine foreign newspapers were more di�ult toget. When they had ompleted a one-hour sound �le, an additional veri�ationwas done in the presene of a speeh researher in order to disuss the spei�problems whih arose. Further heking and normalizations were performedon the whole set of transriptions, and the transribers had feedbak aboutthe errors.Eight half-time native speakers of Frenh and German produed the transrip-17



tions for VECSYS. They started with a 15 day training period in the om-pany, and then they were provided with a PC running Linux, a modem andthe sound �les on a CD-ROM and worked at home. They were also given listsof journalist names, and paper drafts when available for the Arte programs;otherwise they relied on their own resoures � for example, some did namespell heking via the internet. The produed transriptions were sent to theompany by e-mail. They were veri�ed and orreted by a person speializingin this task, and who had use of all the neessary ditionaries.
4.3 ProdutivityA monitoring funtion was added to the tool in order to be able to analyzethe prodution of transriptions and estimate the amount of work neededfor the transription of one hour of material. This was also a user's request,sine they were interested in monitoring their own daily progress. Time spentusing the tool was measured and reorded, along with various measures ofthe transription task (number of temporal breakpoints, of speeh turns, ofwords...).The total time needed for the prodution of one hour of transribed material,inluding areful veri�ation of the transription, amounted to around 50 hoursfor both DGA transribers. Of interest is that they did not follow the samestrategy: the �rst one hose to segment and annotate the whole signal �rst,performing the orthographi transription in a seond pass; the seond onedid segmentation, annotation and transription in parallel. The superiority ofone strategy over the other one ould not be demonstrated. However, gettingaurate segmentations took a lot of time. This was an indiation that agood automati segmentation of the signal into short segments might speedup the overall transription work. We have therefore given the transribers anautomatially omputed pre-segmentation into breath groups produed by theLIMSI speeh partitioning system (Gauvain, Lamel and Adda, 1998), whihthey ould modify as neessary, and they found it useful. Indiation of speakerhanges were also provided, but the transribers found them more onfusingthan helpful. These are subjetive appreiations from the transribers, andfurther investigation is neessary before drawing onlusions.Mean transription time for the VECSYS experiene also amounted to around50 times real time, with a large disparity depending on the program. Radionews programs were easier, and television debates were muh harder due tofrequent overlapping speeh and the di�ulty of speaker identi�ation fromthe soundtrak only. 18



4.4 Transription guidelinesTransribers were provided with a written doument desribing the transrip-tion guidelines, i.e. explanations about what should be annotated and how toannotate it. Initial guidelines were written by LIMSI. They were intentionallykept simple (and thus preditably inomplete) in their �rst version, and wereaugmented as neessary when spei� questions arose.The transription guidelines overed the following topis:� What should be annotated : orthographi transription of the foreground;non-speeh events and bakground noise onditions; speeh turns with apreise identi�ation of the speaker (name, gender, aent in the ase offoreign speakers) and topis.� What should not be annotated, suh as transription of ommerials.� How to add puntuation to inrease readability without interfering withautomati proessing.� How to deal with numbers, spelled letters, unknown words, et.� How to mark pronuniation errors, trunated words, overlapping speeh,noises, et.� How to mark utteranes in foreign languages, or isolated foreign word orexpressions.Designing good guidelines proved to be far from straightforward. They have tomeet several, sometime on�iting, requirements: they must ensure usabilityfor several types of automati proessing, and take into aount readability ofthe transriptions by humans; they must help the transribers in ambiguoussituations and standardize the expeted annotations, without bothering themwith too many onventions whih might be di�ult to remember or ausinglost time on �ne details; they must over most ases without beoming inon-sistent. To summarize, they have to keep a good balane between ompletenessand simpliity.In pratie, the initial transription guidelines have evolved to deal with theproblems enountered during the sessions and the transribers' questions.They were onerned with the use of apitalization, spelling of aronyms,marking of foreign words, et. The tool itself also evolved aordingly, a goodexample being the management of overlapping speeh.4.5 Management of overlapping speehOur priority was the transription of single-hannel broadast news reordingsfor speeh reognition systems training, and within this framework overlap-19



ping speeh segments are urrently disarded from further automati exploita-tion. However, future tasks may use them. They make the transription moreomplete, and it was judged less frustrating for the transriber to be able totransribe overlapping speeh, whether this data will be used or not. Di�erentsituations were identi�ed in the broadast news task:(1) lear foreground speeh with bakground speeh - e.g. translation withthe original foreign voie in bakground: in this ase, only the foregroundvoie had to be transribed with an aousti ondition marker indiatingbakground speeh.(2) limited interjetions from other speakers (e.g. hum, yes...): they wereindiated as instantaneous noises inside the main speaker transription.(3) a dialog between two speakers with frequent overlapping at the bound-aries: when feasible, it ould be transribed using the spei� mehanismfor simultaneous speeh desribed later.(4) more than two overlapping speakers: the transribers were requested notto annotate these.It proved to be di�ult to provide an ergonomi user interfae for overlap-ping speeh. In a �rst implementation, the onstraint that the segmentationsshould be a strit partition of the signal was relaxed, and the last speehsegment of one turn ould overlap with the �rst speeh segment of the nextturn (solution 1 in Figure 4). The overlapping segments ould be drawn in thetemporal segmentation under the signal, but the resulting display in the texteditor was onfusing, beause the two overlapping speeh segments belongedto two separate speeh turns and their simultaneity did not appear learlyenough. Several interfaes were tried and hanged at the user's request beforeeventually hoosing another representation (solution 2 in Figure 4). The over-lapping part is learly marked as a speeh turn with two speakers. Despite thereation of this arti�ial speeh turn, this led to a more aeptable solution inthe interfae. In the text editor, the parallelism between the two utteranesappears learly (Figure 1).In onversational speeh, overlapping is often so ommon that this approahbeomes problemati both for the transriber and for the eventual user. In thease of telephone speeh reordings, two simultaneous speakers are often wellenough separated on the separate hannels for automated proessing to goforward without speial soure-separation algorithms. In this ase, it is muheasier for the transriber to segment and transribe eah hannel as an inde-pendent stream, and the result is also more easily assimilated by training ortesting programs as well as by human users. This approah to the transriptionof heavily overlapped speeh with a separate audio hannel for eah speaker(whih is essentially the one that the LDC has been using) requires a di�erentuser interfae as well as a di�erent transription spei�ation. Providing suha solution in Transriber is one of our goals for the future. Meanwhile, we20
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B: ...Figure 4. Two solutions tested for the representation of overlapping speehunderstand that one user has solved the problem temporarily by running twosimultaneous invoations of Transriber, one for eah hannel! The resulting�les are then merged (or split) automatially later on. A better solution will beto integrate the parallel streams of transription under simultaneous programontrol.4.6 Relevane of implementation hoiesWhen looking bak at the hoies performed, we feel that the use of a sriptinglanguage onsiderably speeded up the development. The hoie of Tl is notmandatory, and the Tk widget has also been interfaed with the Perl sriptinglanguage. For a development restrited to the Windows platform, Visual Basiwould bring similar advantages. In a multi-platform framework, the availabilityof the Snak extension for audio management in Tl would be urrently adeisive argument for still hoosing Tl.A validating XML parser has been developed for the tool in Tl using thetLex library. However, XML parsing and validating in an interpreted languageproved to be rather slow, espeially with Uniode support. The urrent versionof the parser would not be adapted for reading a long annotation �le withword-level synhronizations or even phoneti annotations. We onsider usinganother XML parser in the future, espeially with the development of standardprogramming interfaes for the manipulation of XML douments (e.g. with theDoument Objet Model or DOM, Wood et al., 1998). This would also reduethe maintenane workload for this part in Transriber.Other limitations remain. The �undo� funtion should be improved to allow an21



unlimited number of undoes. Right-to-left writing and bi-diretional support,whih is needed for some languages, seems di�ult to implement orretlywith the urrent version of the Tk text widget. Display of transription �lesfor material exeeding one hour beomes slow in our on�gurations, mostlybeause of the numerous embedded buttons and images inside the text wid-get. Added to the parsing duration, this an make the launhing of the toollast several tens of seonds, and srolling in the text editor is also a bit lessreative. On the other hand, signal display remains perfetly reative for sig-nals up to several hours. This seond feature, ombined with the permanentand �uid synhronization with the text editor, seems to be urrently the mostappreiated feature of the tool.5 Future diretionsThough Transriber has reahed a stable state, its dissemination has promptednew needs. Users would bene�t from further help suh as automati onsis-teny heking, automati alignment of transription with signal, video dis-play, or variable-speed playbak. New appliation domains all for an inreased�exibility in sound �les management and annotation formats. This setionpresents these possible extensions.5.1 Consisteny hekingMore tools are learly needed for ensuring onsisteny of the transriptions.Help should be provided for heking the onsisteny of proper names through-out the various transriptions. A user-de�ned glossary and editable shortutshave been introdued in the tool at the request of users; however, this is notyet ompletely satisfatory. A mehanism of automati ompletion using pre-viously written names in all existing transriptions (ompiled by hand or evenautomatially) seems to be an interesting solution and remains to be imple-mented. Online ditionaries, enylopedias, or even maps for plae names,should be made easily available to the transriber. The LDC uses externaldatabases of names, aessed via lient-server onnetions, and it will be use-ful to some appliations to provide support for this feature.5.2 Automati speeh proessingCreating a pre-segmentation (f. setion 4.3) or heking the transription byaligning it automatially with the signal is urrently done by researhers using22



independent, elaborate tools (a speeh reognition engine, aoustis models,and, for the alignment, a lexion). It might be interesting to integrate suhtools with Transriber, for example to display the segments where poor align-ment was deteted. This might be useful for researhers, but ould also, ifthe interfae is user-friendly enough, be used diretly by transribers to hektheir transription.5.3 MultimediaSpeaker identi�ation on television soundtraks is very di�ult, beause speak-ers are not introdued by the presenter in the same way as on the radio, theirvisual appearane being generally su�ient. In the short term, wathing thevideo during the veri�ation phase is an alternative (as has been the pratieat the LDC). But the best solution for this problem would be to provide theomplete video reording, not only the audio trak. This would also ease thewhole transription proess in the ase of bakground noise. With the urrentdevelopment of video apabilities on standard omputers, it an be hopedthat easy tehnial solutions for interfaing the tool with a video player willbe available in the near future. Suh an interfae will also be useful for otherappliations in whih video reordings are to be transribed or annotated, suhas the study of gesture in ommuniative interation.5.4 Sound �les managementMultiple sound �les ould be managed in a single transription �le. Spei�funtions should be available for multi-hannel sound �les (e.g. telephoni on-versations as in the Swithboard task), for instane for playbak of one hannelat a time. It might then beome useful to extend the interfae to manage mul-tiple windows. Additionally, variable-speed playbak (as is ommonly availablein analog tape-based transription systems, and in some software systems) willhelp produtivity by permitting faster �proof-listening.�5.5 Format evolutionIn the projet, most e�ort was initially devoted to the user interfae. Theformat hoie was rather onservative and derived from existing LDC formatswhih proved already adapted to the broadast news task. We also kept thesingle tree struture, whih brought serious limitations to further extensions.Also, the tool is very sensitive to the modi�ations of the DTD. This limitation23



is not due to the XML paradigm whih an be used for virtually any kind ofdata struture, but to the urrent implementation.However, most user interfae onepts in the tool whih proved attrative forthe users are not spei� to the broadast news task, and it quikly appeareduseful to open the tool to other formats. A large number of other formats isurrently used in the �eld of speeh researh. As an attempt to better oor-dinate existing e�orts, the Text Enoding Initiative (TEI) provided in 1994reommendations for the transription of written and also spoken materials inSGML (Sperberg-MQueen and Burnard, 1994); urrent e�orts aim at adapt-ing TEI to XML and expanding its overage. The MATE projet is also tryingto provide a standard format for spoken dialogue annotation (MKelvie, Isard,Mengel, Moller, Grosse and Klein, 2000). Various existing annotation formatsare referened online (Bird and Liberman, 1999-2000).As a �rst step, the tool was adapted to the CHAT oding used in the CHILDESsystem (MaWhinney, 2000). Large amount of transribed onversational speehis available in this format, and some researhers studying language aquisitionwould be interested in a version of Transriber devoted to their needs, as analternative to already existing tools. The DTD was extended with new tagsand the soure ode had to be slightly modi�ed for this task. But a moregeneri solution would be preferable, e.g. by simply reading the DTD or anyadapted formal desription of the format and having the interfae of the toolautomatially adapted to the hosen format.Current developments are based upon Bird and Liberman's re�etions aboutannotation graphs (Bird and Liberman, 2000). They show that virtually anyexisting annotation an be viewed as a labelled ayli graph, in whih somenodes bear ordered time values, and they develop a omplete formalism forannotation graphs. Within this framework, all segments of the transriptionsare stored as an unordered set of typed ars between identi�ed nodes.Swithing to this framework for internal data management and for the ref-erene transription �le format will lead to a muh more generi tool, andonversion to other formats will beome easier (Geo�rois, Barras, Bird andWu, 2000). This does not prelude alternative formats, with time-ordered seg-ments or in a human-readable format. For example, the internal format will nolonger onstrain new setions to impose a new turn, though suh onstraintsan remain in the interfae of the tool for a spei� task.24



6 ConlusionsWe have presented Transriber, a tool for assisting in the reation of speehorpora. It provides an intuitive and interative interfae for transribing andannotating long duration signals.Interfae prototyping in a sripting language was shown to be an e�etive de-velopment approah, when robust libraries are available. Being distributed asfree software, our projet has been followed by numerous speeh sientists andengineers who gave valuable hints for further developments that made the toolmuh more portable and usable. A web site has been designed for the distri-bution of the tool, and an announement and a developer mailing list are inuse. Our aim is to develop the future versions with the potential o-developersin a modular fashion with an interative dialog, taking full advantage of theopen soure development framework.After more than one year of testing the system, we feel that Transriber issuitable for large-sale prodution of speeh resoures. It is now used by severalresearh or development teams in various ountries. Our initial target was veryfoused towards broadast news transription. But the interest in the toolshowed that other areas need interative tools that are easy to use. Futuredevelopments will use a generi data struture based on annotation graphs andprovide multimedia extensions. This will lead to a muh more user-on�gurableand task-on�gurable tool.
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